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Specifications

Accessories

 
.  MSW2, Connector for remote switchcontrol

White Laser and Infrared laser output

5SR

MUSB2,  Connector for battery charging

Water proof

Output

Runtime

Beam 
Distance

Peak Beam
Intensity

Impact 
Resistance

ANSI / PLATO FL1

IPX-8, Under water 2 meters 

1.5 

White laser

High Medium Low Turbo

IR laser

   600    260    15    700    700 mw 

   1.5    2.5    70      0.5   

   650    200    5    800

Twist bezel to zoom in / out 
white light or Infrared 

Twist the ring to select between
White light, OFF, or Infrared

Anti-rolling design

Accessories for remote switch control
or battery charging

Once the ring has been set on white, partially press
or click the tail cap switch, which is shrouded to prevent  
accidental activation. For high output, return to off, then 
press or click again for medium output, then to low, but click
the switch twice within 2 seconds for turbo output. If set on IR,
for high and low output, click switch�twice within 2 seconds for SOS output.
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Tactical Flashlight

   20 mw 

   72  

   5 

High Low SOS

   700 mw 



1" (25.4 mm)

Not only White and Infrared, more options !

5SR

5SYE

5SBL

5SRD

5SGR

White+IR

White+Yellow

White+Blue

White+Red

White+Green

The 5SR a is dual-output tactical flashlight that provides both white light and infrared output without 
the need for an IR filter,�the perfect dual-spectrum tactical light for military and law enforcement 
night vision and aiming users. 

Once the ring has been set on white, partially press or click the tail cap switch, which is shrouded 
to prevent accidental activation. For high output, return to off, then press or click again for medium 
output, then to low, but click the switch twice within 2 seconds for turbo output. If set on IR, 
for high and low output, click switch�twice within 2 seconds for SOS output.

The white laser for long distance searching and optical power 700mW of infrared for night vision use. 
While it is zooming in, the white beam search to 1,000 meters, the infrared for night vision to 500 meters. 

The difference between white laser and LED, the advantages of white laser is smaller power 
consumption, lower lumen, but the light reaches greater distance.

The 5SR runs on a single recharge-able battery of 18650 lithium-ion, and no need to take it out

for charging, just us  the accessory , . e MUSB2 plug into a USB Port, 

Assembled as a weapon-�light, use the accessory, MSW2, for a remote control

Made�of�durable�airspace-grade�aluminum, with Mil-Spec type III hard-anodized for extreme 
durability

Installed on picatinny rail 1inch ( 25.4mm)  with�  scope mount ring.�

 

Battery:  18650 lithium-ion

Size:  6.02''  x 1.37'' x 0.93''    (153 x 35 x 23.5 mm)

160 grams (excluding batteries)
   
Color: Black or Desert Tan 

Description
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